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Agenda

1. Risk Assessment – Lessons learnt (Do’s and Don’ts) after 
conducting 33 quality assurance reviews of members’ COVID-19 
Management Plan.

2. Ventilation / Indoor Air Quality in a COVID-19 Climate with 
Andrew Orfanos



COVID-19 Management Plan
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DCJ Components of a COVID-19 Management Plan

Source: DCJ, Sector support for DCJ service providers preparing COVID-19 Management Plans, 19 January 2022, Version 2



COVID-19 Management 
FRAMEWORK
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COVID-19 Management Framework
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Controls fall out of a 

risk assessment
Controls fall out of a 

risk assessment

Many members developed their COVID-19 Safety Plan and many of 

their controls for preventing and mitigating the risk of COVID-19 

transmission before conducting a risk assessment, when it should have 

been the other way around – controls fall out of a risk assessment.
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Risk Mangement Cycle

The benefit of conducting a risk assessment is that 

it’s a structured process that walks us through the 

risk management cycle:

• identifying hazards

• assessing risks

• identifying suitable controls and

• outlining how we will review and maintain those 

controls. 

Source SafeWork NSW – Code of Practice: How to Manage Work Health and Safety Risks
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Risk Matrix - 5 x 5 Health and Safety Risk Matrix 

Likelihood and severity / consequence definitions 

should always be organization-specific (ie. 

management and board should have a level of 

oversight and endorsement of your definitions).

This generally happens as part of their role in 

reviewing and approving the organizational risk 

profile where a risk matrix is used to assess various 

organizational risks)

Source: Department of Communities & Justice
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Risk Matrix – Likelihood Definitions

These two extra columns provide more context to the 

likelihood description and assists in applying a consistent 

approach – just be sure to not over rely on likelihood when 

assessing risk, focus more on consequence and the quality 

of your controls! Refer to the Industry Partnership Model 

COVID-19 Risk Assessment for a risk matrix.
Source: Service Provider COVID-19 Risk Assessment
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Risk Matrix - 5 x 5 Health and Safety Risk Matrix 

Don’t introduce the DCJ risk matrix into your 

organization if you already have a matrix you are 

using – you generally don’t want multiple risk 

matrices in use. 

Multiple risk matrices makes it difficult to compare 

risks across the business, particularly senior 

management or the board when they’re looking at the 

overarching risk profile. It also confuses those 

completing the risk assessment as to which risk 

matrix should be used.

Source: Department of Communities & Justice
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Risk Matrix – Consequence Definitions

& Health

This is an example of a service provider’s consequence 

definitions as part of an “enterprise risk” matrix. We call 

this enterprise risk because it’s looking much broader 

than just health and safety.  Source: Service Provider COVID-19 Risk Assessment
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Risk Matrix - 5 x 5 Health and Safety Risk Matrix 

Include your risk matrix with your risk assessment –

if you don’t, it makes it more difficult for the reader 

to understand your ratings or to check that the 

ratings are correct.

Source: Department of Communities & Justice
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Risk Matrix - Risk Escalation

Ensure you include your risk definitions, otherwise the reader does not know or appreciate what each rating means. 

Note: It’s difficult to put “timeframes to act” in your definitions. Particularly when these actions are applied across various risks 

and operations. Is “Act now” and “Act today” really that different when it comes to practical implementation? 

In general, timeframes can be difficult to comply with. Consult with workers if you’re using timeframes to see how well or how 

easily they’re implemented, and be aware that you don’t need to have timeframes as part of your required action – see the 

next slide.

Source: Department of Communities & Justice
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Risk Matrix - Risk Escalation

Here is an example of definitions for action 

that don’t include timeframes, rather the 

focus is on the hierarchy of controls.

These tolerance definitions should 

have oversight or endorsement 

from your senior management 

and board

Source: Service Provider COVID-19 Risk Assessment
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Risk Matrix - Risk Escalation

Good approach to clarify that the action 

required is applicable to a “residual risk” rating, 

not inherent risk. 

Source: Service Provider COVID-19 Risk Assessment
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Risk Asessment - Layout and Readability 

Layout and readability of your risk assessment:

• Always include a risk rating in your risk assessment because they are useful in helping you prioritise which risk 

or hazard should be addressed first. However, there is no right or wrong on whether to include inherent or 

residual, or both, it’s a business decision.

• We don’t use risk ratings to determine if we need to do anything - if controls are available to us and they are 

not grossly disproportionate to the risk, then we should implement them. 

Source: Department of Communities & Justice
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Risk Asessment - Inherent vs Residual Risk

The importance of residual and inherent risk ratings

• A risk assessment is meant to be read from left to right. Given the meaning of inherent and residual risk, a risk 

before controls are implemented, a rating after controls are implemented, respectively), it makes sense that an 

inherent risk rating is to the left of controls, and a residual risk rating is the right of controls. In any case, name the 

risk rating in the column header so it’s clear to the reader (i.e. “inherent risk rating”). 

• It’s better practice to include both an inherent and residual risk rating because:

• it gives the reader context as to how significant the risk is if no controls were implemented. 

• it helps the reader appreciate how important the outlined controls are, particularly if those controls lower the 

inherent risk rating.

Source: Department of Communities & Justice
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Risk Asessment - Controls

Risk Controls 

• If you use this template, I suggest you rephrase the “Risk Controls” column to outline what controls are 

currently in place, then use the Risk Action Plan columns to outline controls that you need/ want to put in 

place. 

• Refer to the Industry Partnership Model Risk Assessment where we’ve outlined high and low order 

suggested controls for you to think about in your service. Some of our suggested controls might already be in 

place in your service, some might fall into your Risk Action Plan.

Source: Department of Communities & Justice
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Risk Asessment - Controls

Source: Industry Partnership Model COVDI-19 Risk Assessment

Risk Controls 

• Refer to the Industry Partnership Model Risk Assessment where we’ve outlined high and low order 

suggested controls for you to think about in your service. Some of our suggested controls might already be in 

place in your service, some might fall into your Risk Action Plan.
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Risk Asessment - Risk Action Plan

Department of Communities & Justice

A Risk Action Plan:

• generally outlines what controls need to be put in place, by when and by who.

• can sit next to your risk assessment as is done in the DCJ example risk assessment and the Industry Partnership Model 

COVID-19 Risk Assessment, or it can be a separate document - if it’s a separate document, find a way to link these documents 

so the reader knows where to refer to if they want a more complete picture of the risk and perhaps current controls.

Industry Partnership Model COVID-19 Risk Assessment
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Risk Asessment - Review & Maintain Controls

Monitoring / Measuring the Effectiveness of Controls columns

• The purpose of these columns is to complete the risk management cycle – #4 Review and Maintain Controls

• Completing these columns also prompts you to think about how you’re going to monitor whether the controls you’ve outlined are

implemented AND effective – implementation is different than whether a control is effective in eliminating or mitigating a risk.

Department of Communities & Justice Industry Partnership Model COVID-19 

Risk Assessment
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Risk Management Cycle

Risk Management Cycle

Hazard: A thing or situation 

that could potentially cause 

harm to people.

• A bit of confusion between hazard and risk. 

• Some tasks were more controls than a hazard.

Risk: the possible harm 

(ie. death, injury or 

illness) that might occur 

when exposed to the 

hazard. 

Control: An action taken 

to eliminate or minimise 

health and safety risks, so 

far as is reasonably 

practicable. 
Source SafeWork NSW – Code of Practice: How to Manage work health and safety risks
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Next Steps

What When

Complete an Industry Partnership Model Business Continuity Plan Mid-March 2022

Provide training on how to use the Model BCP in Community of Practice meeting End of March 2022

Provide Lessons Learnt – Part 2 in Community of Practice
(response strategies)

April 2022


